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In 1926, Virginia Woolf, who had been reading and contemplating 
Henri Bergson's theory of memory and consciousness, wrote an article 
titled "The Movies and Reality." In it, she described film as an art of 
dream in which the past can be 11unrolled" and 11distances annihilated" 
{Woolf 309-10). Cinema itself made possible The WaVt5 (1931) with its 
floating consciousness and several narrators crossfading in montage. 
Cinema also suggested narrative techniques to Joyce, Fitzgerald, 
Faulkner, Dos Passos. Indeed, cinematic thinking has gotten thoroughly 
mixed up with literature, especially narrative fiction and biography. To 
study narrative today means to confront a challenge to think cinemati­
cally. Conversely, to study cinema means also to reflect on the basic prob­
lem of narratology: how discrete elements, orfobula, become galvanized 
into a plot. 
Without reducing cinema to a linguistic model, we can still recognize 
that it functions, like certain poetries, through 11images." And the most 
powerful unifying cinematic image seems to be the human face. As early 
as 1918, the Russian filmmaker Lev Kuleshov demonstrated that the in­
sertion of a dose-up of an expressionless human face at various points 
in a montage consisting of random objects (a bowl of soup, a child hold­
ing a teddy bear, the body of a woman in a coffin, etc.) caused film view­
ers to attribute emotions to the actor's expression. The "Kuleshov ef­
fect" illuminates cinematic narrative, which functions through this de­
vice of a floating register of "identification." Perhaps, as Deleuze has 
said, the face even represents the door through which the self passes to 
meet itself ( Cine111111 67). Certainly, though, the human visage becomes 
the viewer's door to a simulation of consciousness and memory. Inter­
cutting the face (as Kuleshov did) with ever more complex sequences of 
images, filmmakers have explored this realm of consciousness. The face 
itself comprises a world in the works of Welles, Bergman, Fellini, and 
others. As I will argue, the genius of the cinema may lie in its power to 
evoke the self's doubleness- its struggle to unite with itself in a free and 
creative present. That struggle is symbolized in the apparatus itself, for 
the camera is a mechanism that seems to live. 
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Ove~ the p~st half-century, Hollywood has enlarged the capabilities 
of the cme~atic apparatus enormously. In commercial films it has be­
::~ the VIewer's "Bionic Eye:: which he/she takes up like the crone in 
ree~ ~yth who shared a smgle eye with her sisters. But unlike the 
meager VISion the eye afforded those three crones, the cinematic eye has 
c~me to _seem omrupotent, almost without limits. In the final sequence 
? Men tn Black: the camera flies in seconds from the known universe 
mto an alternative . one· In Cont.'IIC,t Jod.Ie Foster shoots through interga­
1achc wormh 1 · d · · . . 0 es _n mg m a transparent eyeball. Obviously, the 
cmembecatized world IS a constructed one. Understanding its mechanisms 
has orne the task of lit tu f .r .ts era repro essors, too, for 1ts resources and 
Irm are powerfully shaping what we conceive and how we experi­
ence. 
Je~~o~~~c Eye is _not _ide?logically neutral. Jean-Louis Baudry and 
f ~were pnme mstigators of an ideological critique of the film 
~mera 0f e 19?0s. They traced cinematic technology's roots to the 
eory o perception and rules of · tintheories of . pam g promoted by the Renaissance 
Desc rt pherspective (Baudry 43, 46). It all began with Kepler and 
a es, w o saw the eyeball as " · · · · justable focus d . . a. m~I-proJection system with ad-
of expl ti. dan a bwlt-m rear-proJection screen" (Wees 34) The age 
ora on emanded instruments f . . voya es and the or mappmg the courses of ocean 
math~~tical th Cll111era o~scuraled to the development of a monocular, 
of their work as:ry ~Isu~l representation. Painters learned to think 
emanating from th: Pb. ~~tio~ of a plane intersecting the rays of light 
place in art classes - o ~~ mhiv~w. ~is led to the grid -now common­
rately. Because this WI w c artists duplicated "reality" more accu­
. manner of proceed. r . 
visual perception so rich d d mg e ~ated so much that makes 
cally as "the origma· fa!!, eep, Andre Bazm condemned it polemi­
1 
. 
sm o nestern Painting" and J Ar ll d
that its goal was the "mech . . [ . . ose gue es charge
12, Arguelles 25). aruzmg of] VIsion, and thus mind" (Bazin 
Painters can include more than o d. .
than one implied point of . . n~ IStance-pomt and therefore more 
tographers through th VIewf m a smgle painting. And so can cinema­
, e use o mattes and fra d. · · 
through the superimposition of irna .me lVISion- that is to say, 
basic critique that emem ti ges. This does not undermine the· . . 
a c Images sp ti liz · 
tics way, with the perspecti . t' .d a a e m an enlightenment-op-
VIS s gn s and "natu 1" (. 1 )perspective. Kuleshov himself d .be . ra I.e., monocu ar 
web" - like graph paper in ~sc; d c~ematic space as a "metrical 
ematic image has lost its odd. f Imensions (Kuleshov 10). The cin­
verely limited range· little Ityth or us, and we rarely reflect on its se­
. more an two degrees of the 200-degree angle 
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of normal vision. The "keyhole effect" of the very tight shot maximizes 
awareness of this limitation, which does not disappear as the shot wid­
ens- rather, it becomes simply less occlusive, leaving us less consciously 
aware of our dependence upon the camera's movement to disclose what 
lies out of frame . The eye rapidly assesses a wide angle of vision, leap­
ing in split-second saccades. Not so the camera. 
Professional camera operators have always had to avoid excessive 
panning, zooming, and tracking so that audiences do not get vertigo. A 
breakthrough has occurred in the development of a stabilized "handheld" 
camera that is strapped to the body of the operator and equipped with 
levers and pulleys, allowing the camera to communicate rapid move­
ment in a less peculiar way. Such innovations have ameliorated, not fun­
damentally altered, the restricted nature of cinematic space. Anthropolo­
gists have reported that people with no experience of pictorial 
perpectivism find photographs nearly uninterpretable. We cannot re­
capture that sense of its strangeness. 
The preceding account harks back to Bergson's critique of the film 
camera as an extension of the spatializing, tool-making ability of the 
human race. A valuable innovation, it also covers over immediate expe­
rience, absorbing and transforming perception: "We imagine perception 
to be a kind of photographic view of things," says Bergson, " taken from 
a fixed point by that special apparatus which is called an organ of per­
ception- a photograph which would then be developed in the brain by 
some unknown chemical process of elaboration" (Matter and Memory 
31). The problem is that "the very mechanism by which we only meant 
at first to explain our conduct will end by also controlling it" (Time and 
Free Wil/237) . 
For film theoreticians like Baudry and Comolli, film technology has 
just such sinister implications. Comolli argued that the apparatus itself 
embodied a capitalistic ideology (Comolli 128-130). This argument is 
overdone, and yet even non-Marxists acknowledge that mass-market 
film encourages each of us "to desire and possess a consumable space 
from his or her own perspective," as Dudley Andrew has said. The claims 
of the camera to scientific objectivity valorize the desire of viewers " to 
rule the world with their eyes just as science itself rules it with knowl­
edge and a bourgeois class rules it with capital" (Andrew 23). Baudry 
argues that this effect is real and that it is repressed. Here, we have passed 
from the biological (ocular) to the social-psychological aspect of percep­
tion, which has important ramifications for film theory. 
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This is an important aspect of Bergson's concern over spatialization 
and mechanism in cinematic representation. Bergson described the most 
significant fallacy of modem thought as the "cinematographic method" 
and said that when we over-conceptualize life, a "parasitical self" be­
gins to encroach upon and destroy us, turning us into automatons. From 
this view, the camera's insectival drone creates insidious, hypnotic, alien­
ating effects. 
To interdict such dangers in the film apparatus has been the conscious 
goal of some avant-garde filmmakers. Stan Brakhage wrote in the 1960s 
of "deliberately spitting in the lens or wrecking its focal attention" to 
free the cinematic image from "Western compositional perspective" ("The 
Camera Eye" n.p.). Ernie Gehr's Serene Velocity {1970) is a direct assault 
on perspectivism. It shows a long corridor whose lines converge on a 
classic vanishing point. By juxtaposing four-frame shots from the iden­
tical camera position taken with widely varying focal lengths (a zoom 
lens was used), Gehr makes the corridor pulse and stretch and appear to 
slam itself, shattering the camera's illusion of three-dimensional space 
(Wees S0-54). John Belton (to whom I am indebted for the main title of 
this paper) has described the zoom lens as a "metaphor for the disinte­
gration of space through time," because under its influence, "Space is 
no longer defined in terms of perspective cues and parallax, but in terms 
of changing image size and time" (Belton 26-27). Sidney Peterson's The 
Letz:' Shoes {1949) also undermines perspective by employing an anamor­
phic lens that elongates and foreshortens objects, estranging the viewer's 
eye from the illusion of three-dimensional accuracy. 
Like literature or painting, then, cinema can be self-reflexive. Novels 
contain letters and other documents. Film employs video or film, as in 
Citizen Kilnesnewsreel opening {1941). The tendency of film to become 
"intertextual" is perhaps epitomized in Woody Allen's work. For ex­
ample, the ending of Hitchcock's Lady.from Shanghai {already and em­
bl~m of the confusion of original and copy, since it is set in a hall of 
~rs) plays through the conclusion of Allen's Bullets over Bromiway. 
F1~m also,grapples with its own mechanism through symbols. In 
Hitchcoc~ s SabolllS!'.a young ~oy's doomed journey to deliver booby­
trappe.d ?Im-cans IS mtercut With images of clocks and stoplights. Pa­
thetic m Itself, the boy's destruction by a clockbomb in a film-can also 
symbolize:' the losing war of freedom against mechanism in an age of 
mass media. To say mass culture is cinematized is to talk in circles. 
. Ber~son's . conceptio.n of the self seems perfectly reflected in the 
cmema s bodiless consciOusness: "Itself an image, the body cannot store 
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up images, since it forms a part of the images" (~alteran~Memory ~96). 
Film projects a flow of images, a constantly movmg ~onsc10usness. filled 
with a dual sense of its internal omnipotence and Its powerless .m .the 
world. For Bergson, conscious life means living th~ough. two d1~tinct 
selves, one of which, conscious of its liberty, erects Itself mto ~n I~de-
endent spectator of a scene which the other seems to be playmg m .a
~echanical way. But the duplication does not go through ~o the end: It IS 
rather an oscillation between two standpoints from wh1ch one views 
oneself (Mind Energy169). 
From this doubling of self we receive contradictory impressions: "We 
act and yet 'are acted.' We feel that we choose and .will: b~~ ~a;.:; :re 
h . what is imposed on us and willing the mevita e. e­
~a=l~ese selves are "logically incompatible," we represent them as 
two characters, "one of which appropriates freedom, th~ other n~es-
. . th a free spectator, beholds the other automatically playmgs1ty. e one, . one free 
his part" (Mind Energy 169-170). These competing personages- ' 
one mesmerized- haunt film's dream. 
As teachers of literature and interpretation we must p~ to make 
the cinematic as well as the literary experience a ~lly c?~CI~us ~~e. ~e 
t rture readers of everything, and that especially me u. es m, or =n;e understand the literary experience in a con~ext Imposed by 
the Bionic Eye. The glimpse art affords into the abyss of time and me~ory 
must be understood through writing and speech, even though neither 
talk .II fin lly tame it As teachers of literature and language,text nor WI a · Let t blink 
we face an inevitable confrontation with cinema. us no . 
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